
This two-volume set provides you with the two most advanced guides to Access development at a significantly reduced price. Inside, you'll find unparalleled instruction from three internationally recognized Access experts, covering the full range of Access desktop and enterprise applications. Filled with scores of practical examples illustrating effective, elegant solutions to real-world challenges, these books provide the skills you need to be a professional Access developer.

**Access 2002 Desktop Developer's Handbook**

- Design and Build Access Databases for Single Users and Small Workgroups
- Design Forms and Reports That Meet Users' Exact Needs
- Take Full Advantage of the Latest Access Functionality, Including New PivotTable and Pivot Chart Views and New Programmability Features

**Access 2002 Enterprise Developer's Handbook**

- Publish Data on the Web with Data Access Pages
- Take Advantage of Improved SQL Server Integration and XML Support
- Tackle the Toughest Replication and Security Challenges
- Put the New Office Web Components to Work in Your Access Applications

**Featured on the CDs**

Each volume comes with its own CD, which provides you with all the code and sample databases from the book. The CD for *Access 2002 Desktop Developer's Handbook* provides hundreds of code modules, including reusable classes for manipulating forms, retrieving file version information, working with the Registry, and using common dialogs. The CD for *Access 2002 Enterprise Developer's Handbook* provides code modules that help you deal with SQL Server, XML, replication, security, and other enterprise-level tasks.